Village at Pilot Mill 2022 Neighborhood Survey

Question
Are you in favor of resuming
the Mulch program in 2023?

YES

NO

63/65.3%

21/21.1%

YES, Leaning
Comments
Every other year
Yes, but they over
mulch – not so much
But only with higher
quality mulch even if
more expensive
But weed first
But with different
vendor
If it’s something we
can manage and pay
for as a community,
but ok to skip a year if
needed to save
money
Yes, but if No wins, we
need more stringent
yard reviews

NO Leaning Comments

Neutral or Other
Comments
Depends on cost
Fine either way
Let’s see if there’s a
need after this year
See how it goes after
2022 and assess

Question
Are you satisfied with the
service Kohn-Ell provides?

YES

NO

35/36.6%

44/46.2%

Yes, Leaning
Comments
Let’s give them a
chance after we give
our newer
wishes/concerns to
them
Yes, but if someone
offers same services
for less, why not
change to save
money?

No Leaning Comments
2 residents said Not
responsive to
communications or not
coordinated w the
committee
2 residents said online
access and payment info
is not useful or needs
improvement
Not really, but difficult to
answer
Not much
communication from
them
Not actually sure what
they do for us

Neutral or Other
Comment
5 residents said: Don’t
know
3 said: Interested in
what others offer
before I decide
They all have positives
and concerns
Varies – do well on
business
communication, but
weak in response to
concerns
Somewhat, but have
lived in places w more
organized HOAs.

Question

Are you in favor of continuing
the existing program or
replacing the trees all at once?

YES

NO

51/54.3%

26/25.5%

Yes, Leaning
Comments

No Leaning Comments

Neutral or Other
Comment

Leaning toward
existing program:

Leaning toward replacing
trees all at once:

Would like to have a
program continue, but
not take all trees
down at once as it
makes the
neighborhood look
barren. We would
support an
assessment.

I’m not for or against
replacing slowly or all at
once. If we save money
by doing it all at once we
should do that. The
trees grow fast. I
wouldn’t mind paying for
my tree replacement out
of pocket.

I’m in favor of a special
assessment but also in
favor or replacing trees
on a rolling basis so we
don’t have brand new
trees all at once across
the neighborhood.
Replace trees only as
determined by certified
arborist that a given
tree is seriously ailing
or damaged.

If VAPM is struggling
financially we should
only replace trees that
are diseased , dead or
problematic, with
consultation with
arborists
Reevaluate whether
necessary. I am not an
arborist and I do not
know what is in our
best interest.

I’m amiable to
replacing all trees at
once or replacing fewer
trees per year if our
finances don’t allow
replacing 10 trees per
year.
I do not have a strong
opinion either way
The way the question is
written is not very clear
to me
I’d like more
information
Leave them alone
Is there a way not to
continually replace
trees?
I’m not convinced this
is necessary at all
Can we just leave the
trees alone?
No opinion – HOA is
spending a lot of
money on cutting trees
down. The process

needs to be slowed
down
Replace the cherry
trees with a more
suitable tree, restore
the hedge.
Which of these committees are
you interested in joining?

Landscape – 12
Social – 11
Architecture –
10
Community
Watch – 1
Note: Stephan
has the names
of those who
contacted him
about joining.
Once we filled
the committees
(in the order we
heard from
people), we
saved the
additional
names for
future years.

All other
residents said
not interested
in joining,
didn’t answer,
or said they
have already
served in
some capacity

N/A

N/A

N/A

